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Tribes Of The Great Rift Valley

Tribes of the Great Rift Valley is a celebration of the traditional peoples who occupy the lands of the
Great Rift Valley, from the Gulf of Aden off the coast of Eritrea, across the Ethiopian highlands, and
down to the great lakes and plains of Kenya, Tanzania, and Malawi. Here are the proud, majestic
warriors of the Maasai and Samburu, the Mursi with their jutting lip-plates, the guinea-fowl-painted
faces of the Karo, the bull jumpers of the Hamar, and the honey seekers of the forests, the Batwa,
among many other tribes. These fascinating peoples of the Rift Valley are remarkably diverse, yet
sadly, nearly all of these communities face extinction in the near future due to Western influence.
Elizabeth Gilbert&#x92;s glorious black-and-white photography accompanied by her thoughtful,
engaging text, offers sweeping views of this magnificent and sometimes harsh landscape and its
peoples. Thought-provoking and remarkable, Tribes of the Great Rift Valley is a time capsule,
perhaps even the last record, of age-old traditions and a way of life that will almost certainly soon
vanish from our planet.
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I was in Borders looking for a coffee table book about Africa. Most of the books I looked at seemed
more interested in honoring the author's enormous ego than in honoring the Africans who were
being photographed.This book immediately caught my eye. The photograph on the cover is
beautiful, but beyond that, I noticed the camera angle was looking up to its subject (as opposed to
"down on"). The second thing I noticed was the text. In the other books often the biggest word on
the cover was the name of the photojournalist. A picture says a thousand words, and I liked what

this picture was saying.As I paged through the book I grew even more impressed. The photography
is absolutely stunning, and the story told through the pictures and their captions is deeply moving, a
testament to the author's humbleness and integrity, not to mention *talent.*If you're looking for a
coffee table book on traditional African tribal culture, this is the one to get.

This is a work of art. The photographs are the most beautiful I have ever seen.The narrative is
informative and passionate.I have never been to Africa, so my mental images come from books
movies and pictures. Those mental images have been changed by Ms. Gilbert's book.I now see
Africa in a different light, and have a greater appreciation for its beauty and complexity.

This is a beautiful book, with black and white photographs of some of the disappearing peoples of
the Great Rift Valley. While it comes behind incredible works by others in this field, like Mirella
Ricciardi's "Vanishing Africa" and several of Carol Beckwith's books, I think the author gave it a very
comprehensive try and came out with an interesting book. Some of the photographs were taken at
great distances, showing big landscapes, where I would have preferred more in-depth glimpses into
the faces of the people of the land.

Photo reproductions are flat, lack tonality & contrast. Better images widely available. However, the
series depicting would be brides and female protectors demanding to be scared with thin, punishing
swatches of reeds and wood is eye-opening and very disquieting. Yet it seems an accepted rite of
passage ( in this book, at least) and a cultural signifier of loyalty. Obviously, the America Bar
Association is not active in the area. But the documentation of this custom alone will make the book
valuable to many.
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